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Stars that are collapsing toward forming a black hole but appear frozen near their Schwarzschild
horizon are termed “black stars”. The collision of two black stars leads to gravitational radiation
during the merging phase followed by a delayed gamma ray burst during coalescence. The recent
observation of gravitational waves by LIGO, followed by a possible gamma ray counterpart by Fermi,
suggests that the source may have been a merger of two black stars with profound implications for
quantum gravity and the nature of black holes.
From an asymptotic observer’s viewpoint, a collapsing
body is forever suspended just above its Schwarzschild ra-
dius. The strong gravitational redshift near the surface
of the collapsing body causes the body to appear black.
Such objects are known as “frozen stars” or “black stars”.
Black holes are the infinite time limit of black stars and
traditionally black stars are viewed as indistinguishable
from black holes (e.g. Chapter 33, [1]). However, there
are good reasons to maintain the distinction between
black stars and black holes. First, quantum analyses of
gravitational collapse show that a black star evaporates
in a finite time [2] and so it is impossible to take the
infinite time limit. Second, theories of quantum gravity
often predict that black holes have structure such as a
string theory fuzzball [3] or a firewall [4]. Third, obser-
vations of the collision of two black objects can tell us
if the objects are black holes or black stars and hence
the distinction between these objects is experimentally
meaningful [5]. The resolution of these issues has taken
on a new urgency after the recent exciting observations
by LIGO [6] and Fermi [7] in which gravitational wave
emission from two coalescing black hole-like objects ap-
pears to have been followed by a gamma ray burst.
The essential idea behind equating black stars to black
holes is that a collapsing star very quickly fades from an
observer’s view, and there is no way to send in probes
(e.g. light rays) at late times so as to see the surface of
the black star. This idea is captured in the spacetime
diagram shown in Fig. 1 where certain rays can hit the
surface of the star but later rays arrive at the surface of
the star after it has crossed into its own event horizon. So
the surface of the black star can only be probed by rays
that arrive sufficiently early. This is the usual interpreta-
tion, also described in [1], and if the object is probed at
sufficiently late times, there is no way to send in probes
to distinguish between a black star and a black hole.
The picture changes in a quantum analysis, since then
a collapsing body produces a time-dependent metric that
leads to quantum radiation and causes the body to slowly
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Stars that are collapsing toward forming a black hole but are frozen near the Schwarzschild horizon
are termed “black stars”. Collisions of black stars, in contrast to black hole collisions, may be
sources of gamma ray bursts, whose basic parameters are estimated quite simply and are found to
be consistent with observed gamma ray bursts. Black star gamma ray bursts should be preceded
by gravitational wave emission similar to that from the coalescence of black holes.
It is well-known that, from an asymptotic observer’s
viewpoint, a collapsing body is forever suspended just
above its Schwarzschild radius. This picture may change
with t e inclusion of quantum radiation fr m the collaps-
ing body as has be n discussed from many viewpoints
[1–3]. H wever, quan um effects change the picture on
time scales given by the black hole evaporation time scale.
For astr physical bodies such as the sun, the evaporatio
time is ∼ 1066 years, w ich is ∼ 1056 times the present
Hubble time. Hence for astrophysical purposes, we can
ignore evaporative processes altogether and work within
classical general relativity. Since any radiation from the
collapsing body is redshifted by a large amount, the body
will appear as a dark compact object. The object will ap-
pear black but will not be a black hole. We will call such
an object a “black star”. In contrast, a “black hole” is a
vacuum solution of Einstein’s equations and there is no
matter distribution inside it except for the singularity at
the origin.
When we watch for signatures from the collapse of
astrophysical bodi s, we take the asymptotic observer’s
viewpoint, and hence, gravitational collapse always leads
to black stars. In this brief note I point out that colli-
sions of black stars can be a source of gamma ray bursts,
and that such bursts are preceded by gravitational wave
emission whose characteristic should be similar to thos
of bl ck hole mergers. Even though the basic estima es
for gamma ray bursts originating in black sta colli-
sions agree quite well with those for obser ed gamma ray
bursts, this n te, at east in its current fo m, can only
be taken as a suggestion for pursuing this idea further.
Observed gamma ray bursts have very complex features,
and occur in many different sub-classes, each possibly
having a different underlying origin. For details about
gamma ray b sts, the reader is referred to the l tera ure
e.g. [4–6].
To distinguish between black stars and black holes,
consider what happens when two black objects collide. If
we receive photons from the collision, then the colliding
objects were black stars because the empty spacetimes
of two black holes would only create gravitational waves.
If, however, we receive only gravitational waves from the
colliding objects then they can either be primordial black
holes or black stars that have not yet collided. Therefore,
at least when black stars do collide, they can be distin-
guished from black holes by the nature of the radiation.
The infall of matter on to a black star will also lead to
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FIG. 1: Spacetime of a classical collapsing object (shaded
region) that appears as a black star to an observer located
near i+. Two null rays from I− are shown, one that collides
with the black star and the other that does not. Similarly, an
approaching second black star may or may not collide with
the first black star depending on initial conditions.
electromagnetic emission due to collisions of the matter
with the matter making up the black star; matter that is
falling into a black hole will not emit electromagnetically
except due to collision with other infalling matter, as in
an accretion disk.
We now estimate the energy radiated from the collision
of two black stars each of mass M . The radius of each of
the black stars is R = 2GM and so the density is
ρ =
1
8G3M2
∼ 1017
(
M◦
M
)2
gms/cm3 (1)
Therefore, if two black stars of massM collide, it involves
the collision of matter at high density, and will lead to
radiation of photons and other light particles. Since the
gravitational binding between all constituents in this sys-
tem is very strong, we treat the collision as being totally
inelastic. Then the initial kinetic energy gets converted
to radiation resulting in the release of total energy
E ∼Mv2 = 1048
(
M
M◦
)(
v
300km/sec
)2
ergs (2)
Assuming that this energy is released in a light crossing
time ∼ R/c = 2GM/c ∼ 10−5sec, which is the only
FIG. 1: Spacetime of a classical collapsing object (shaded
region) that appears as a black star to an observer located
near i+. Two null rays from I− are shown, one that collides
with the black star and the other that does not.
evaporate even as it collapses [2]. This radiation, very
similar to Hawking radiation from a black hole [8], does
not require the event horizon of a black hole and holds
for any collapsing body, even when it is outside its own
Schwarzschild r dius. Gravitational collapse le ds to
black star that is conti ually c llapsi g and concurrently
evaporating into quantum radiation. Then the collapsing
object spac time is shown in Fig. 2. Now every null ray
that hits the collapsing bject and reflects off of it will
reach future null infinity I +. This happens if the null
ray collides with the collapsing object at any stage of the
collapse. The only caveat is that the interaction of the
null ray and the black star will lead to a time delay in
the escape of the reflected ray but the amount of time
delay will depend on when the reflection actually occurs.
In contrast to a black star, a “black hole” is a clas-
sical vacuum solution of Einstein’s equations and there
is no matter distribution anywhere in spacetime except
perhaps at the central singularity. Hence the collision of
black holes will only lead to gravitational radiation be-
cause the spacetime is devoid of matter. On the other
hand, black star collisions will lead to gravitational and
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2the collapsing matter.
Without a rigorous calculation that includes backre-
action, one can not give a definite answer to the final
fate of a collapsing object. It may happen that the dia-
gram in Fig. 8 is correct and some radical and elaborate
solutions to the problems we mentioned in Sec. VII are
needed. However, one can imagine an alternative pic-
ture, different from the one in Fig. 8, which seems to have
fewer problems, and that is that an event horizon never
forms. Since the mass of the shell is decreasing during the
collapse, the shell will be chasing its own Schwarzschild
radius, and the question is whether the shell will catch up
to its own Schwarzschild radius or completely evaporate
before that happens [14].
With backreaction included, the radiation should lead
to a continual reduction of the Schwarzschild radius, RS ,
occurring in the Ipser-Sikivie metric (see Sec. II). Then,
as seen by the asymptotic observer, one of two possi-
bilities occurs: either the collapsing domain wall evapo-
rates and RS → 0 in a finite time, or else backreaction
causes the radiation rate to slow down and vanish in a
finite time. This latter possibility is unlikely, as our esti-
mates suggest that the rate of emission increases as RS
decreases [24]. We therefore conjecture that the backre-
action due to particle production will cause the collapsing
domain wall spacetime to completely evaporate in a finite
time. In this case, the spacetime can either be as given
in Fig. 8, or have the same global spacetime structure as
Minkowski space, as shown in Fig. 9. If the latter pic-
ture is correct, it also means that the infalling observer
will not encounter an event horizon, because this feature
is simply absent from the spacetime. Another way to
see this is to note that the causal relation between two
events is the same for all observers. Hence if the asymp-
totic observer sees a signal from an infalling object after
he sees the last radiation ray emitted by the evaporating
wall, this will also be the sequence of signals seen by the
infalling observer. As discussed in Sec. VII, the infalling
observer would expect to see an intense burst of radiation
as the wall approaches the Schwarzchild radius, but can
fail to do so because his detectors are too small to detect
the emitted range of frequencies.
In the absence of an exact backreaction calculation,
we also have to allow for the possibility that a value of
the critical mass exists above which Fig. 8 applies and
below which Fig. 9 holds. Also, as discussed by Hawk-
ing [19], the question of “whether a black hole forms”
is not sharp enough and may not make sense in the full
quantum theory since all of the measurements are made
by an asymptotic observer at infinity, while a collapsing
object exists for a finite time and disappears by emit-
ting radiation in the strong field region in the middle.
An asymptotic observer can never be sure if a black hole
formed because of underlying quantum uncertainty [19].
The broad picture we have obtained is consistent with
that proposed in Refs. [13, 14], though there are differ-
ences in the analysis and the conclusions. In particular,
we find a non-thermal spectrum whereas Gerlach argues
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FIG. 9: The spacetime of a collapsing domain wall. During
collapse the wall emits non-thermal (quasi-Hawking) radia-
tion as depicted by the arrows. Our calculations indicate
that the total energy flux between the point i0 to some point
indicated by F is equal to the energy of the initial domain
wall. Hence we conjecture that the domain wall evaporates
completely at point D. Between F and i+, there is no radia-
tion flux arriving at I +. The event horizon and singularity
present in the customary treatment are not formed and the
spacetime structure is the same as that of Minkowski space-
time.
for thermality. Our picture also supports the interpre-
tation of Hawking radiation given in Ref. [5] whereby
particles are created during the process of gravitational
collapse and are then radiated slowly to form what we
call Hawking radiation. We have indeed found particle
production during the collapse but the radiation is not
quite thermal. It is only in the frequency range where
the occupation number spectrum can be approximated
by T/ω (Eq. (73)) that thermality holds at finite time.
Also note that the non-thermality we find is in the mode
occupation numbers. Propagation of the radiation in the
background metric will cause further non-thermality due
to greybody factors.
If we live in a world of low scale gravity, the colli-
sion of particles in high energy accelerators will lead to
a situation where the particles are in a continual state of
gravitational collapse from which non-thermal radiation
is being emitted. The life-time of such a state can be es-
timated once we know the details of the radiation more
precisely from an analysis which includes backreaction.
However, on dimensional grounds, Hawking’s estimate
for the lifetime of a black hole (∼ R3S/G) may well apply
to the colliding particles as well.
In reality the collapse is further complicated by the
fact that the collapsing object is not kept in isolation
and there are external forces that can disrupt the collapse
at any point in time. From the perspective of potential
information loss, note that any infalling encyclopedias
can be returned to the asymptotic observer if the collapse
FIG. 2: Spacetime of a quantum collapsing object (labeled a
“domain wall” in the figure) [2]. Now there is no event horizon
and singularity, and all rays that hit the collapsing object
reach I +, even if they are delayed due to their interactions
with the gravitational field.
electromagnetic radiation. Collisions of black stars can
be a source of gamma ray bursts (e.g. [9, 10]), and such
bursts will be preceded by gravitational wave emission
whose characteristics are similar to those of black hole
mergers. Thus, when two black stars collide, they can
be distinguished from the collision of black holes by the
presence of electromagnetic radiation.
In a realistic astrophysical setting the collision of two
black holes might be accompanied by the collision of
other accompanying matter, such as an accretion disk,
around the black holes. Stellar mass black holes would
have devoured surrounding matter and are therefore con-
sidered relatively clean environments, though new astro-
physical scenarios might include such matter [11]. Even
if there is surrounding matter that collides and produces
gamma rays, this electromagnetic radiation and the grav-
itational radiation would be produced at the same time,
with no specific time delay between them. On he other
hand, the black star scenario clearly predicts a time delay
between the gravitational wave emission and the gamma
ray burst because first the metric outside the black stars
coalesces and only then the material of the black stars
coalesces.
We now estimate the energy radiated from the collision
of two black stars each of mass M . The radius of each of
the black stars is R = 2GM and so the density is
ρ =
1
8G3M2
∼ 1014
(
30M
M
)2
gms/cm3 (1)
where M ≈ 2×1033 gms is the solar mass. This density
is high but still below the QCD density. Hence a 30M
black star is mostly composed of ordinary protons and
neutrons.
The collision of two black stars of mass M involves the
collision of their constituent protons and neutrons which
will lead to radiation of photons and other light particles.
Since the gravitational binding between all constituents
in this system is very strong, we treat the collision as
being totally inelastic. Then the initial kinetic energy
gets converted to radiation resulting in the release of total
energy
E ∼Mv2δ ≈ 4× 1049
(
M
30M◦
)( v
0.5c
)2( δ
10−6
)
ergs
(2)
where δ is the gravitational redshift of the energy as it
escapes the collision region. The collision velocity will
typically be an O(1) fraction of the speed of light, and
the gravitational redshift factor δ  1 will depend on
how close the black star is to being a black hole.
We assume that the energy is released in a light cross-
ing time ∼ R/c = 2GM/c ∼ 3× 10−4sec (for a ∼ 30M
black star), which is the only relevant length scale in the
problem. This time interval will be dilated by δ−1 and
the emitted power in photons will be
P ∼ 2× 1046
( v
0.5c
)2( δ
10−6
)2
ergs/sec (3)
Note that the power is independent of the mass M . We
can estimate the frequency of the photons by once again
treating the collision as being totally inelastic. Then ev-
ery proton in the black star gets stopped on collision and
the emitted photon energy is simply the initial kinetic
energy of the proton
Eγ ∼ mpv2δ ≈ 0.25
( v
0.5c
)2( δ
10−6
)
keV (4)
Even though we cannot precisely estimate the event
rate of black star collisions, we do know that the rate is
lower for lower initial velocity since then the stars will
take a long time to collide i.e. δ will be smaller. Then
the emitted energy will redshift by a greater amount and
there will be a greater time delay between the gravita-
tional and electromagnetic emissions, making the gamma
ray burst very faint and also temporally uncorrelated
with the gravitational wave event. On the other hand,
we expect that the number of black stars falls off with
higher velocity. These two arguments suggest that there
should be a velocity at which black star collisions peak.
In terms of gamma ray bursts, it implies that the gamma
ray bursts should have a typical photon energy. Further,
the total power emitted should scale with this photon
energy as seen by dividing Eq. (3) by (4),
P
Eγ
≈ 1056
(
δ
10−6
)
sec−1 (5)
3This formula does not depend on the mass of the colliding
black stars and neither on their velocities, and hence is
an invariant of the model.
If an observed gamma ray burst is indeed due to col-
liding black stars, the burst should be preceded by gravi-
tational wave radiation from the coalescing spacetimes of
the black stars. The gravitational wave emission should
be very similar to that calculated numerically for black
hole collisions [12–14], and the final gravitational wave
emission due to coalescence should be accompanied by
the gamma ray burst when the material of the black
stars coalesce. The waveforms of the emitted electro-
magnetic radiation will depend on the normal modes of
the two black star system. Indeed, characteristics of the
gravitational radiation preceding the gamma ray burst,
together with the gamma ray burst, may allow us to infer
the parameters of the colliding black stars and the initial
conditions.
LIGO [6] has recently detected the gravitational wave
signature from the merger of two black holes, each with
mass ≈ 30M. This stunning announcement has been
followed by a cautious but equally stunning claim by the
Fermi collaboration [7] that they may have seen a gamma
ray burst counterpart of the LIGO event. The energy and
emission frequency of the gamma ray burst are broadly
consistent with those estimated for black star collisions.
If future gravitational wave events are followed by de-
layed gamma ray burst events, it would be strong sup-
port for the black star picture and would provide deep
insight into gravitational collapse, black holes, and quan-
tum gravity.
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